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Back in February 2022, TheRealB made waves 

when it showcased its exclusive Autumn/Winter 

'22 collection during Paris Fashion Week. 

And now the brand hit another level of success by 

showcasing in New York Fashion Week Spring 

Summer 2023 on 11 September 2022.

The collection that TheRealB showcased on the 

runway of New York Fashion Week carried 

romantic soft volume details with trans-seasonal 

colours like hyper pink and orange that evokes a 

sense of calm and immediately attract attention. 

Amidst an era where athleisure and sweatpants 

are king, this collection is 

rooted in ultra-feminine 

designs with fabrics and 

silhouettes that beautifully 

contrast modern life.

TheRealB hit the nail right on the head this 
time by marvellously showcasing in the 
New York Fashion Week Spring Summer 
2023!

E V E R Y T H I N G  A B O U T

TheRealB grew from a dream into a reality. As the 

daughter of a prestigious family in the textile 

business, Binal grew up with a passion for fashion. 

A graduate of Hospitality Management, she 

ventured into the world of luxury fashion to see 

what she could learn. Almost before she realized 

it, her childhood passion had grown into her adult 

obsession, leading to TheRealB's creation. In the 

years since she has adorned countless women 

with her unmatched designer wear and 

established an unmatched reputation. TheRealB 

tasted its first runway experience back in February 

2022 on the Runway of Paris Fashion Week 

Autumn/Winter '22 and now added another 

flavour of fruitful experience to its court by 

appearing in NYFW S/S '23. 

Carrying a small dream to adorn this world with a 

new essence of fashion to leaving everyone 

astonished by showcasing an extraordinary range 

of collections on the runway of NYFW S/S '23, the 

designer and curator of TheRealB Miss Binal Patel 

has come a long way.

TheRealB's Quest from

INDIA TO
NEW YORK!S P R I N G  S U M M E R  2 0 2 3 !



With the season coming to an end,
TheRealB launches its exclusive NYFW S/S '23 collection,

Few outfits we absolutely love from
The Rhapsody Collection!

The entire collection romanticises the most adventurous and fashionable city in the world, 

New York City. The collection aesthetically carries the essence of New York in its every 

design, featuring its soft volume details with trans-seasonal colours such as hyper pink and 

orange, this collection instantly captures attention with its ultra-feminine designs and 

silhouettes that contrast beautifully with the world around us.

MIDNIGHT IN
SUMMER MINI DRESS
This dress instantly spreads a vibe of freshness and chills 
that anyone would love to wear and enjoy the nightlife of 
New York!

ROCKAWAY CHECKERED
CO-ORD SET
This dress displays an extravagant affair of fashion and 
grace all at once with its off-shoulder puff sleeves blouse 
and frilled layered straight.

MAGIC OF MANHATTAN
V-NECK MAXI DRESS
Oh My My, here comes the ultimate showstopper dress. 
Just like its name suggests, this dress is pure magic and 
bliss

OFF-SHOULDER ROLLING
LOUD MAXI DRESS
The ultimate epitome of grace, this dress is something 
every woman should have in her wardrobe.



My heart is full of gratitude and a sense of 
achievement as my mind is throwing up the 
beautiful moments I was able to capture in my 
mind all through the time for preparation, 
presentation, and then the follow-up traditions to 
wrap up everything. It was an altogether 
extraordinary experience, being surrounded by 
incredibly talented people and getting to know 
about their journey, witnessing the amazing work 
they do and showcasing my work is overwhelming. 
I'm extremely gratified and astonished by being a 

part of these astonishing shows.

BINAL PATEL,
founder of


